3400 sfi engine cooling system diagram

All of these engines are valve cam-in-block or overhead valve engines , except for the LQ1 ;
which uses 24 valves driven by dual overhead cams. These engines vary in displacement
between 2. Production of these engines began in and ended in in the U. This engine family was
the basis for the GM High Value engine family. These engines have also been referred to as the
X engines due to their first usage in the X-body cars. This engine is not related to the GMC V6
engine that was designed for commercial vehicle usage. This "clean sheet" design was
introduced in and versions were produced through Two different blocks with minor differences
were developed:. Like the rest of the Generation I engines, they were updated in with larger
main journals for durability, along with multi-point fuel injection or E2SE carb and OBD I.
Production of the Generation I transverse engines ended in The 2. It was a transverse version
produced from through for the A-body and X-body cars. The standard "X-code" engine for this
line, it used a two-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , the 2. The L44 was produced from to ,
replacing the LH7. It was the first transverse 2. The LB6 engine was introduced in to replace the
original LE2. The LG6 "D-code" was produced from to in both transverse and longitudinal
applications. It used throttle-body fuel injection and iron heads. The longitudinal versions had
minor differences from the transverse engines on which they were based. Like the rest of the
family, larger journals appeared in , along with multiport fuel injection for the F-body LB8
version. TBI was added for the truck version in Production of the 2. GM's performance-parts
division continued production of a related crate engine after The longitudinal LC1 was produced
from to It was a 2-barrel High Output "1-code" version for the F-body cars. It was replaced by
the LB8 for The longitudinal LR2 was a truck version "B-code" produced from to The
longitudinal LL1 was a high-output version of the LC1 produced in and It was used in the â€”
Pontiac Firebird. The carbureted LL2 "R-code" was produced from to Another LL2 "R-code"
with throttle-body fuel injection was produced from to It used multiport fuel injection and was
made for longitudinal mounting. The LH0 as used in the rear-wheel drive applications differed
significantly from that used in front-wheel drive applications. The latter retained the generation-I
architecture block and heads. The power rating of the 3. The F-body cars used the Generation I
architecture, with iron heads, and without splayed valves. The second generation, still 2. It used
aluminum heads with splayed valves and an aluminum front cover. It was produced exclusively
for transverse, front-wheel drive use. The next year, Chevrolet introduced a full-production
long-stroke 3. It was produced simultaneously with the 2. MPFI was used on both, and a
full-production turbo version was available on the 3. An even higher displacement DOHC 3. It
was produced until for the Mexican market and was exported in some models. The L64
"W-code" was introduced in as flexible-fuel version of the 3. The two versions were one that
could run M85 and one that could run E The LG5 "V-code" was a special 3. Around 3, engines
were produced each year. This engine had a block with more nickel content and hardened
internals. The engine was built only for front-wheel drive applications, and was featured
exclusively in the first generation of GM's W-body platform. It was built from to In , the heads
were redesigned for better flow, as well as now making the engine an interference design and
adapting the engine for federally mandated OBDII emissions. It had four valves per cylinder. The
3. The heads and intake manifolds were redesigned for the model year, incorporating a larger
throttle body and plenum area, slightly longer intake runners, cloverleaf combustion chambers,
and larger "pill"-shaped exhaust ports. Camshafts and cam timing were also revised for the
new, higher-rpm powerband. Optional from to was a Getrag five-speed manual transaxle , which
was also exclusive to the GM W platform and was available only with the LQ1. The electronically
controlled Hydramatic 4TE four-speed automatic transaxle was the alternative, used during the
entire production run with the exception of the Monte Carlo Z34 and Lumina LTZ, which
received the 4TE. It featured a structural oil pan, a stiffer redesigned engine block, sequential
fuel injection, and revised aluminum heads. Compression ratio for the L82 was 9. The LG8
"J-code" was an updated version of the engine that displaced 3. The LG8 also featured a new
intake manifold and numerous changes to improve parts-sharing with the larger-displacement
LA1 Emissions were improved with secondary air injection and it earned LEV status. The LA1 or
"E-code" was a larger-bore version of the L It was first used on the U-platform minivans. It
remains an iron block with pushrods and an aluminum two-valve head. An updated version of
the Generation III engine. It includes a new block, intake manifold, oil pan, engine cover, and
fuel system, as well as electronic throttle control. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Cast iron Aluminum. OHV 2 valves x cyl. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Carburetor
Throttle-body fuel injection Multi-port fuel injection Sequential multi-port fuel injection. Pontiac
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pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. FRDiagram Database.
Fixing GM's 3. ITDiagram Database. Gm sfi coolant fail - YouTubeYouTube. Pontiac Grand Am
Questions - what causes coolent to get into crank case? Related Sfi Engine Coolant Diagram.
Near coolant temp. Note: throttlebody and exhaust crossover removed for easier viewing.
Answer: This is a very common problem, but GM does not offer any reimbursement for this
repair. I had problems with my 3. Did they take that apart to fix the intake? Doing the intake
manifold gaskets would have nothing to do with the front timing cover gasket leaking. These are
a little common on high mileage cars, but not nearly as much as the intake gaskets. A small
black plastic cover is over the belt on that pulley. Water pumps usually sling coolant over all
pulleys. Odds are it is the water pump. Anywhere besides LIM, head gasket, oil cooler, or
cracked head or block that would cause oil to mix with coolant? Or vice versa. Cannot find the
leak? Nothing else that would cause the mixing. My Pontiac Grand Am 3. What bolt is that and
what do i need to fix it? Okay now you are really confusing me. What do you mean by asking
what bolt that is. There are thousands of bolts. My car is a Chevy Malibu 2. Could be the water
pump if it is more toward the passenger side. Or the coolant outlet housing if on the drivers
side. I have a Impala with the engine. I have not had the usual problem with the leaking gaskets,
probably because I changed the original coolant long ago. However, I seem to have a constant
corrosion problem. Heavy Iron Oxide buildup in the cooling system, even with anti-freeze. Any
ideas what this may be? I flushed the system less than a year ago and I am currently flushing
again after a water pump replacement and I would feel better if I knew what this problem was.
The Dexcool is known for doing that. If you changed the gaskets a long time ago, they may be
leaking. No gasket out is a permanent fix. Sometimes they leak internally, slowly and cause this
problem. Also the rear headgasket may be leaking internally pushing combustion gases into the
cooling system. Remove the 1 spark plug from the passenger side of the rear head and look for
corrosion. Behind the power steering pump, leaks down where intake meets cylinder head.
Click Pictures For Larger Views inspections index. Common Inspections 02 sensor location
ignition coils front brakes rear drum brakes scanning for codes spark plug inspect tie rods
coolant hoses fuse fuel regulator. Q and A Main. How Things Work. View large pictures below of
common coolant leak areas on the GM and V6 engine. The intake manifold gaskets are the most
likely cause of your antifreeze leaking and engine oil getting low. Location 1 in the picture below
is on the passenger side front of the engine behind the front timing cover. Location 2 is a little
harder to see. It is below the throttle body and next to the coolant temperature sensor and
thermostat outlet housing on the drivers side. Question: I have a leak across from 1. Looks like
it it coming from in back of the timing cover but I cant pinpoint it. Any ideas? The cover has 2
coolant passages. The gasket on one or both are leaking. After removal, inspect the cover for

corroded aluminum. May need to have the it replaced as well. I have a leak coming from across
area 1 as well. It's so bad that after replacing the lower intake manifold gasket which I thought
was the problem initially , as I was refilling the radiator with coolant it started dripping from
there, the engine wasn't even on. How can i tell whether it's the timing chain cover gasket or the
head gasket near cylinder 1? For info, I have no coolant in my oil, or oil in my coolant, and my
car didn't smoke white, basically no internal leak; just a bad external one. Could a bad head
gasket fail, yet only cause the coolant to leak externally? You are going to have to look through
the wheel well to get a good view. Remove the inner fender splash shield. I have a water leak but
oil level is okay, is it still possibly the intake manifold gasket? Yes, leaking intake gaskets are
very common. Could also have a rear headgasket leaking. I have taken my engine apart down to
the valve covers but i cant remove the push rods. Book says I need to jack up the engine to get
to them in the back, got struts loose, wood block and jack under oil pan, but cant seem to jack
to get engine in position. Is there other motor mounts I need to remove? See comment above
Cant seem to jack up 3. Common Inspections 02 sensor location ignition coils front brakes rear
drum brakes scanning for codes spark plug inspect tie rods coolant hoses fuse fuel regulator. Q
and A Main. How Things Work. Chevy sfi engine diagram bolt. It now has k easy miles on it and
its dead in my driveway. Engine mount strut bracket bolt vehicle right side. Engine mount strut
and lift bracket bolt engine left rear. All of these engines are 12 valve cam in block or overhead
valve engines except for the lq1. Chevrolet gm engine routine problems jul 14 at pissed
consumer. Engine mount strut bracket bolt upper radiator support. Leave a comment with any.
These engines were put in a lot of various gm cars and suvs of the late 90s and early 00s cars
such as the. La1 torque specs. How to fix and replace an intake manifold gasket on a gm liter
engine. Which uses 24 valves driven by dual overhead camsthese engines vary in displacement
between 25 and 34 litres and cc and have a cast iron. Ive owned my impala since Gm put these
engines in a lot of their cars and minivans. Lift bracket bolt engine left rear. Theyre relatively
good engines after a few repairs. Opening up a discussion and repair blog on the 34 liter gm
engine. Engine mount strut boltnut. This video is not meant to be a definitive how toalways
consult a professional repair manual before starting your repairi am not responsible for.
Improved lifters for engines Gm 34l la1 specifications. Engine bolt torques chevy impala engine
need torque specs for head bolts rocker arm bolts and intake chevrolet impala question search
fixya press enter to search. Stage 1 performance package for engines Click the button below to
add the stage 2 performance package for engines to your wish list. The general motors v6
engine family was a series of v6 engines which were produced for both longitudinal and
transverse applications. How to fix common gm issues such as overheating head gasket repair
intake manifold gasket repair no 4th gear and misfires. Repair Guides. Buick 3 1 Liter V6 Engine
Diagram. Gm 3 4 V6 Engine Diagram. Gm Thermostat Replacement Youtube. Chevrolet Lumina
Wikipedia. Post a Comment Note: Only a member of this blog may post a comment. Gm 31l34l
thermostat replacement disclaimer. Mms valves for engines Share this post. Post a Comment.
Newer Post Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2.
Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Gm engine schematics wiring
library sfi engine cooling system diagram sfi engine cooling system diagram gm engine
diagram Gm engine coolant diagram wiring library sfi engine coolant diagram plete wiring
diagrams u gm wiringdiagram Funny pressure test didnt find this. I pressure checked system at
15psi for 15 min. Replaced coolant temp sensor ect no help. Joe the auto guy bleeding the
coolant system on a gm 31 or 34 revised bleeding the coolant system on a gm 31 or 34 revised.
Coolant leaks on the and engines. Replaced radiator and still runs at and pukes a little coolant
out of the overflow. Diagrams of the pontiac bonneville engine cooling system best pontiac
bonneville wiring diagram diy wiring diagrams u rh aviomar co buick lesabre engine grand prix.
Then hold the pump pulley tightly and remove the 4 10mm bolts. Hose diagram 6 5 onan
generator wiring diagram 2 truck lite wiring diagram 2 pole switch wiring diagram diesel fuel
system diagram upright x20n scissor lift wiring diagram ferguson tea 20 wiring diagram yamaha
warrior. Found the radiator tank cracked on left side. Chevy 3 4 cooling system flow diagram
wiring diagram schematics chevy s10 coolant flow diagram radio wiring diagram rh artists
mercruiser engine cooling system chevy 34 cooling system diagram. Post a Comment. Engine
Diagram Likewise Pontiac Grand Am Engine Diagram Also sfi engine diagram pelletgrillpart
pontiac engine diagram v9 schwabenschamanen de u rh v9 schwabenschamanen de sfi engine
cooling. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Opening up a discussion and repair blog on the 34 liter gm
engine. Ill run it for a couple of days and bleed it again. Wrg V6 Engine Coolant Diagram. For
diagnostic purposes this is a chevrolet impala 34l with what appears to be a coolant leak.
Electrical testing belt diagrams mustang engine overhaul all about tires newest forums posts.

The new bleed screw is located at the highest point in the coolant system. Picutes of some
common areas of coolant leaks on the gm 31l and 34l engine. Electrical testing belt diagrams
mustang engine overhaul all about tires newest forums posts chevy cars buick chevy trucks
dodgechrysler ford cars ford. Coolant leaks on the gm 31 and 34l engines. The reservoir holds
the coolant that flows back into when the engine coolant expands and will flow from the
reservoir to the engine when the water. I have a grand am gt v6 and it wont start. You can also
find other images like gm wiring diagram gm parts diagram gm replacement parts gm electrical
diagram gm repair manuals gm engine diagram gm engine scheme diagram gm wiring harness
diagram gm fuse. These engines vary in displacement between 25 and He replaced i paid. Which
uses 24 valves driven by dual overhead cams. Coolant flow direction for v6 chevy engine. All of
these engines are 12 valve cam in block or overhead valve engines except for the lq1. The
general motors v6 engine family was a series of v6 engines which were produced for both
longitudinal and transverse applications. Gm put these engines in a lot of their cars and
minivans. With the engine hot and running i opened the new bleed screw using the two
wrenches 10 mm to hold the fitting and 7 mm to open the bleed screw til coolant came through
and the engine was bled properly. Theyre relatively good engines after a few repairs. Intake
manifold gaskets leak at the corners. So far so good. And it was fine if its not the engine coolant
temp sensor. Gm V6 Wiring Diagram. General Motors 60 V6 Engine Wikipedia. Wrg V6 Engine
Diagram. Toyota Engine Diagram Librar Wiring Toyota Vz Engine Wikipedia. Wrg Alero V6
Engine Diagram. Autozone Com Repair Guide Image. Wrg Chevy Equinox Engine Diagram. Gm
High Feature Engine Wikipedia. V6z24 Specs. Chevy Impala Coolant Leak Repair. Gm Sfi
Coolant Fail. The mechanic swore the water pump was the culprit. Share this post. Newer Post
Older Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The Chevrolet 3. Though this engine has seen
constant improvement over the years, no amount of evolution will ever eliminate all of GM's
notorious engineering flubs. One stands above all others in this engine family as both easily
preventable and endemic, but is nonetheless responsible for countless engine failures and
malfunctions. The main cooling system problems with this engine are manifest in those cars
with the third-generation engine, produced i the to model years. The problem begins as a minor
external cooling system leak and eventually develops into a full-blown flood. Less-observant
owners have often tfound themselves sitting on the side of the road with an overheated engine
and a sizable repair bill. The problem is that, for whatever reason, GM didn't realize that it's
newest super-coolant DexCool was going to eat the intake manifold gasket. The intake manifold
lies in between the engine's cylinder heads and carries not only air and fuel, but water. The
water that flows through the manifold is extremely hot and under a great deal of pressure,
meaning that it can put a lot of strain on the gasket-mounting area. Combine this with DexCool's
corrosive nature, and it's small wonder that owners have had problems. Though a complete
fluid flush and replacement with standard "green" anti-freeze is possible, there is no guarantee
that you will get all of the old coolant out. DexCool and green anti-freeze are like oil and water;
the two will not mix in your coolant system, and their separation will ultimatel
mk3 vr6 wiring harness
2018 hyundai tucson owners manual
2005 ford e350 van
y cause cooling system failure. Some owners have replaced 3. This has been the default
solution for many years, but a more permanent one was offered by GM a few years ago. The
General opted not to replace the corrosive DexCool that came stock and has instead offered for
sale a new intake manifold gasket that should resist breakdown. To be fair, the 60 Degree V6
has always been a fairly reliable and low maintenance engine family. Richard Rowe has been
writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a
tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and
builder. Fluid Flush Though a complete fluid flush and replacement with standard "green"
anti-freeze is possible, there is no guarantee that you will get all of the old coolant out. Gasket
Replacement Some owners have replaced 3. Repair To be fair, the 60 Degree V6 has always
been a fairly reliable and low maintenance engine family. References Carcomplaints.

